Polycrystalline (Mg 0.9 ,Fe 0.1 )SiO 3 post-perovskite was plastically deformed in the diamond anvil cell between 145 and 157 gigapascals. The lattice-preferred orientations obtained in the sample suggest that slip on planes near (100) and (110) dominate plastic deformation under these conditions. Assuming similar behavior at lower mantle conditions, we simulated plastic strains and the contribution of post-perovskite to anisotropy in the D′′ region at the Earth core-mantle boundary using numerical convection and viscoplastic polycrystal plasticity models. We find a significant depth dependence of the anisotropy that only develops near and beyond the turning point of a downwelling slab. Our calculated anisotropies are strongly dependent on the choice of elastic moduli and remain hard to reconcile with seismic observations. S eismological observations of the lowermost mantle (the D′′ region) have revealed a region of great complexity distinct from the overlying deep mantle (1, 2). Unlike the bulk of the lower mantle, the core-mantle boundary (CMB) includes large-scale regions with apparent seismic anisotropy (3). It has been suggested that this anisotropy could reflect lattice-preferred orientation (LPO) of minerals (4) or alignment of structural elements, including layers of melt (5, 6) . A number of lines of evidence now suggest that the transition from a perovskite (Pv) to a post-perovskite (pPv) phase in (Mg,Fe)SiO 3 (7, 8) could explain important properties of D′′ (9-13). However, the influence of this phase transition on our understanding of D′′ anisotropy remains ambiguous. In this paper, we present multiscale modeling of deformation-induced anisotropy from (Mg,Fe)SiO 3 -pPv in D′′. This work is a combination of high-pressure deformation experiments on (Mg,Fe)SiO 3 -pPv and numerical modeling of convection using polycrystal plasticity to predict strain and anisotropy in D′′.
Polycrystalline (Mg 0.9 ,Fe 0.1 )SiO 3 post-perovskite was plastically deformed in the diamond anvil cell between 145 and 157 gigapascals. The lattice-preferred orientations obtained in the sample suggest that slip on planes near (100) and (110) dominate plastic deformation under these conditions. Assuming similar behavior at lower mantle conditions, we simulated plastic strains and the contribution of post-perovskite to anisotropy in the D′′ region at the Earth core-mantle boundary using numerical convection and viscoplastic polycrystal plasticity models. We find a significant depth dependence of the anisotropy that only develops near and beyond the turning point of a downwelling slab. Our calculated anisotropies are strongly dependent on the choice of elastic moduli and remain hard to reconcile with seismic observations. S eismological observations of the lowermost mantle (the D′′ region) have revealed a region of great complexity distinct from the overlying deep mantle (1, 2) . Unlike the bulk of the lower mantle, the core-mantle boundary (CMB) includes large-scale regions with apparent seismic anisotropy (3) . It has been suggested that this anisotropy could reflect lattice-preferred orientation (LPO) of minerals (4) or alignment of structural elements, including layers of melt (5, 6) . A number of lines of evidence now suggest that the transition from a perovskite (Pv) to a post-perovskite (pPv) phase in (Mg,Fe)SiO 3 (7, 8) could explain important properties of D′′ (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) . However, the influence of this phase transition on our understanding of D′′ anisotropy remains ambiguous. In this paper, we present multiscale modeling of deformation-induced anisotropy from (Mg,Fe)SiO 3 -pPv in D′′. This work is a combination of high-pressure deformation experiments on (Mg,Fe)SiO 3 -pPv and numerical modeling of convection using polycrystal plasticity to predict strain and anisotropy in D′′.
We deformed a sample of polycrystalline (Mg 0.9 ,Fe 0.1 )SiO 3 -pPv plastically in the diamond anvil cell in compression between 145 and 157 GPa and observed the evolution of LPO in situ using angle dispersive radial x-ray diffraction (fig. S1) at the High-Pressure Collaborative Access Team (HPCAT) of the Advanced Photon Source (beamline 16-ID-B). Starting material was a powder of natural orthopyroxene (14) mixed with 10 weight percent Pt powder that served as a laser absorber. The sample was initially compressed to high pressure, at which we could not observe coherent diffraction from within the sample, and then converted into the pPv phase by laser heating at different sample positions at a temperature of 1700 K for 20 min and 2000 K for~15 min. After the phase transformation, pressure and differential stress in the sample were 145 and 7.2 GPa, respectively. They were then increased in two steps to 157 and 8.5 GPa over the course of 30 hours. At every step, we collected radial diffraction patterns to evaluate the pressure, stress, and LPO in the sample (14) (table S1).
The diffraction images show substantial variations of diffraction peak positions and intensities with orientation relative to the compression direction that can be used to estimate stress and deduce LPO (14) ( Fig. 1 ). For instance, we observed that the diffraction intensity in the compression direction is minimal for 004 and 022, whereas it is maximal for 113 and 132. The texture we obtain (14) is represented in Fig. 2 . In contrast with low-temperature and lower-pressure observations on the Mn 2 O 3 (15) and CaIrO 3 (16) pPv analogs, we observed LPO compatible with previous observations on a MgGeO 3 -pPv analog deformed under similar conditions (17) with a clear minimum at (010) and (001). Those LPO are formed immediately upon synthesizing and heating (Mg,Fe)SiO 3 -pPv at high pressure. Minima observed at (010) and (001) preclude slip on (001) and (010) planes, and a comparison of observed textures and results from viscoplastic self-consistent (VPSC) polycrystal plasticity simulations (18) indicate that the deformation is likely dominated by slip on planes such as (100) or (110), in agreement with results of firstprinciples modeling of stacking fault energetics and shear elastic constants SiO 3 (19) but in disagreement with first-principles modeling of dislocation cores based on the Peierls model that suggest [001](010) as the easiest slip system (20) .
There are limitations in our experiment: time scale, grain size, strain, temperature, and deviatoric stresses are quite different from those in D′′. Moreover, LPOs are formed immediately upon synthesizing and heating the pPv phase and do not evolve greatly upon further compression. However, assuming that (100) and (110) slip also applies to (Mg,Fe)SiO 3 -pPv under deep mantle conditions, we simulated the development of LPO in (Mg,Fe)SiO 3 -pPv in D′′ combining geodynamic information about macroscopic deformation and the microscopic deformation mechanisms found in the experiment (table S2) . Deformation in D′′ can be quite complex because it is coupled to larger-scale mantle-wide convective processes. Therefore, we performed our modeling using the entire mantle domain. We used the numerical convection code Citcom (21) with the addition of Lagrangian tracers to obtain a proper estimation of the deformational characteristics of mantle strain expected in D′′ and tracked deformation in tracers along several streamlines by computing the left-stretch tensor at each step (14, 22, 23) . The two-dimensional (2D) convection calculation employed a Rayleigh number of 10 7 , stress-free boundaries, a temperaturedependent rheology, and a viscosity jump of a factor of 50 across the 660-km phase transition (14) . The formation of a rigid lid was inhibited by imposing a maximum allowable viscosity for the uppermost portion of the model, allowing strong slabs to form. As is typical for geodynamical modeling, we employed the Boussinesq approx-imation to minimize the number of free parameters. This approximation excludes the effects of compressibility, viscous dissipation, adiabatic heating/cooling, and buoyancy effects due to phase transitions, including the Pv-pPv phase transition. We would expect that our predicted strain values would be slightly modified with the inclusion of these smaller-order physical processes; however, given the uncertainties in the model parameters, we predict that the difference would be minor, particularly for this study.
We began tracking deformation in slab regions at about 290 km above the CMB, cor-responding to an approximate depth at which the Pv-to-pPv phase transition is expected to occur. The general trend of strain appears to be similar for most tracers and is characterized by horizontal stretching as slab material impinges upon the CMB (Fig. S4 ). After investigating several streamlines and observing similar trends, we concentrated on one particular streamline for use in polycrystal plasticity models (18) . Accumulated strains along a streamline are very large and, assuming that all this strain is accommodated by dislocation glide, polycrystal plasticity simulations would predict very sharp textures, close to a single crystal. This is clearly not realistic. At high temperatures, strain may be partially accommodated by climb, boundary diffusion, and dynamic recrystallization that may significantly weaken texture development. Furthermore, secondary phases may be present. Thus, after several tests (14) , we found that a reasonable assumption is that 10% of the plastic strain recorded by the tracer is accommodated by dislocation glide in pPv and the rest by mechanisms that do not produce preferred orientation. Using the VPSC model, we simulated the LPO evolution of an aggregate of 2000 grains at each time step of the convection model. Most of the strain (Fig. 3 and fig. S5 ) occurs as the aggregate reaches the CMB and flows parallel to it. This configuration is very similar to a combination of pure and simple shear parallel along the freeslip surface of the CMB. As the tracer descends into D′′, we observe very little development of LPO (Fig. 3A) . Texture develops rapidly between steps 1000 ( Fig. 3A) and 2000 ( Fig. 3B ) as the tracer turns at the CMB. The texture strengthens and evolves only moderately as the particle moves along the CMB (up to step 5000) ( Fig. 3C ) and is later modified during upwelling (Fig. 3D ).
We obtained an estimate of expected anisotropies in the D′′ by averaging the single-crystal elastic tensors as a function of crystallographic orientation. From the aggregate elastic tensor, we then calculated seismic velocities in different directions. First-principles calculations provide singlecrystal elastic moduli for MgSiO 3 -pPv at high pressure and high temperature (24, 25) (table S3) . The results of the two calculations differ significantly, and we decided to include both in our analysis (figs. S8 to S10). As the tracer plunges into the D′′ layer, we observe very little anisotropy. It develops rapidly between steps 1000 and 2000 (Fig. 3, A and B) , as the tracer reaches the CMB. At step 5000 (Fig. 3C) , before entering the upwelling, shear wave splitting reaches 4.42% and 1.24% with the elastic moduli of Stackhouse et al. Most seismic observations of shear wave polarization anisotropy in D′′ involve delays of vertically polarized S wave components (SV) relative to horizontally polarized S wave components (SH) for paths that graze horizontally through the D′′ region (26) . However, other studies show tilted transverse anisotropy (27, 28) or local variations of fast polarization directions (29) (30) (31) . Our predictions of shear wave polarization anisotropies depend strongly on the choice of elastic moduli. Using both models, we found a significant depth dependence of the anisotropy that only develops near and beyond the turning point of a downwel-ling slab ( Fig. 3 and figs. S8 to S10). In a slablike environment, we also found that the anisotropy for waves propagating parallel to the CMB should produce loosely symmetric patterns. Using the elastic moduli of Stackhouse et al. (24) , we predict a maximum anisotropy of 4% perpendicular to the direction of flow, with the direction of fast polarization ranging from 60°to 90°(V SH < V SV ). Using the elastic moduli of Wentzcovitch et al. (25) , we obtain lower values of anisotropy with dV S ranging between 0.5 and 0.6%, with a fast polarization near 0°(V SH > V SV ) for waves traveling perpendicular to the direction of flow. Waves traveling parallel to the direction of flow would show varying anisotropies with very little anisotropy near the downwelling and up to 1.2% before upwelling, again with a fast polarization near 0°( V SH > V SV ).
Predictions using the elastic moduli of Stackhouse et al. (24) systematically imply V SH < V SV and are inconsistent with most seismic measurements that find either V SH > V SV or locally varying fast polarization directions. Using the elastic moduli of Wentzcovitch et al. (25) , we obtain complex patterns of anisotropies with lower amplitude than observed seismically. Although many characteristics of D′′ are consistent with the properties of post-perovskite, other phases or structural mechanisms (e.g., layering) may be necessary to explain the seismic anisotropy of the region. Our study shows how ultrahigh pressure experiments on silicate post-perovskites combined with microscale (plasticity) and macroscale (mantle flow) modeling provide the means to test our understanding of deformation behavior at the base of Earth's mantle. Measurements of midday vertical atmospheric CO 2 distributions reveal annual-mean vertical CO 2 gradients that are inconsistent with atmospheric models that estimate a large transfer of terrestrial carbon from tropical to northern latitudes. The three models that most closely reproduce the observed annual-mean vertical CO 2 gradients estimate weaker northern uptake of -1.5 petagrams of carbon per year (Pg C year −1 ) and weaker tropical emission of +0.1 Pg C year −1 compared with previous consensus estimates of -2.4 and +1.8 Pg C year −1 , respectively. This suggests that northern terrestrial uptake of industrial CO 2 emissions plays a smaller role than previously thought and that, after subtracting land-use emissions, tropical ecosystems may currently be strong sinks for CO 2 .
O ur ability to diagnose the fate of anthropogenic carbon emissions depends critically on interpreting spatial and temporal gradients of atmospheric CO 2 concentrations (1). Studies using global atmospheric transport models to infer surface fluxes from boundary-layer CO 2 concentration observations have generally estimated the northern mid-latitudes to be a sink of approximately 2 to 3.5 Pg C year −1 (2-5). Analyses of surface ocean partial pressure of CO 2 (2), atmospheric carbon isotope (6) , and atmospheric oxygen (7) measurements have further indicated that most of this northern sink must reside on land. Tropical fluxes are not well constrained by the atmospheric observing network, but global mass-balance requirements have led to estimates of strong (1 to 2 Pg C year −1 ) tropical carbon sources (4, 5). Attribution of the Northern Hemisphere terrestrial carbon sink (8-13) and reconciliation of estimates of land-use carbon emissions and intact forest carbon uptake in the tropics (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) have motivated considerable research, but these fluxes remain quantitatively uncertain. The full range of results in a recent inverse model comparison study (5) , and in independent studies (3, 20, 21) , spans budgets with northern terrestrial uptake of 0.5 to 4 Pg C year −1 , and tropical terrestrial emissions of -1 to +4 Pg C year −1 . Here, we analyzed observations of the vertical distribution of CO 2 in the atmosphere that provide new constraints on the latitudinal distribution of carbon fluxes.
Previous inverse studies have used boundarylayer data almost exclusively. Flask samples from profiling aircraft have been collected and measured at a number of locations for up to several decades (22) (23) (24) , but efforts to compile these observations from multiple institutions and to compare them with predictions of global models have been limited. Figure 1 shows average vertical profiles of atmospheric CO 2 derived from flask samples collected from aircraft during midday at 12 global locations (fig. S1), with records extending over periods from 4 to 27 years (table S1 and fig. S2 ) (25) . These seasonal and annualmean profiles reflect the combined influences of surface fluxes and atmospheric mixing. During the summer in the Northern Hemisphere, midday atmospheric CO 2 concentrations are generally lower near the surface than in the free troposphere, reflecting the greater impact of terrestrial photosynthesis over industrial emissions at this time. Sampling locations over or immediately downwind of continents show larger gradients than those over or downwind of ocean basins in response to stronger land-based fluxes, and higherlatitude locations show greater CO 2 drawdown at high altitude. Conversely, during the winter, respiration and fossil-fuel sources lead to elevated low-altitude atmospheric CO 2 concentrations at northern locations. The gradients are comparable in magnitude in both seasons, but the positive
